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This work is a dictionary and Lexicon of Enochian words as first put forth near the beginning of
the 17th century. It also has number values associated with it for words and squares for
meditation or magic working in the Enochian system. It also contains key words that can be used
to access the various squares of the Enochian Elemental tablets for Spirit, Air, Fire, Water and
Earth, the 7 Ancient Planets, the 10 Modern Planets, the 12 Equitorial signs of the Zodiac and
the 18 tablets associated with various Geomancy attributes.
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653 ***** CHAPTER 1; Introduction To Enochian Science. Enochian science is based on
the system of Enochian magic given to the world about 500 years ago. It was first given in so
called modern times by Dr. John Dee and his scryier Edward Kelly. Dr. Dee was court astrologer
to Queen Elizabethan of England. Towards the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of
the seventeenth century he engaged in a crystal viewing operation with Edward Kelly and they
received 49 tablets of 49 by 49 squares. At the time Dr. Dee felt he had made contact with
angels. In our time many believe he made contact with extraterrestrials. In this
introduction I refer to it as Enochian science because much of a scientific nature can be done
with it. One use would be as developing color schemes for video games. Each square can be
made into a pyramid made up of four of the ancient elements and an Enochian letter and give a
definite emotional feeling. The Enochian system is reminiscent of the writings of Raymond Lully
in about the 12th century. Raymond Lull combined elements into short paragraphs and essays
that allegedly gave all possible combinations of human experience. He wrote numerous works
by the two that are most similar to the Enochian system of magic of Dr. Dee are the Ars Nuevo
and the Ars Brevis. The Ars Demonstrativa included the four ancient elements of Earth, Air,
water and Fire and the newer element of spirit to create its possibilities. The Ars Breva was
shorter because it included the four elements of Earth, Air , water and Fire but not spirit.
This introduction is for a work I call ‘The Comprehensive Enochian dictionary and Lexicon. A
lexicon is more than a dictionary in that it includes other then definitions of words. The C.E.D. as
I call it includes definitions, numerical values and ‘addresses’ or a telephone book type
compilation of letters, numbers and symbols. The goal of these ‘addresses’ is to be able to call
forth a composite talismanic image of each square that can be communicated with by
meditation, high magic and calling forth possibilities that can be applied to the physical plain.
Several of many possibilities is a combination of four earth squares and an Enochian letter,
Earth squares combined with other elemental squares and an Enochian letter and many other
possible combinations. In all there are over 5,000 combinations that can give all kinds of
environments. This work also includes combinations from a circular tablet of seven
names of seven ruling angels called the Bonorum. There is also a tablet called the Seal of Truth
or in Enochian Segilium de Amet. It is similar to a tablet first devised by Cornelius Agrippa, a
magician who worked with angels before Dr. Dee and Mr. Edward Kelly. The angels of the
Bonorum can be divided into a number of matrices of the seven planets of the ancients, the ten
modern planets of our solar system, the twelve signs of the Zodiac, the 16 to 18 characters of
Geomancy and in a final distribution or 88 complete signs of the zodiac that can be seen from
the Northern and Southern hemisphere of Earth. Since these star constellations are so far away



from us they would be valid even at the limit of the Oort cloud that marks where our solar system
ends and interstellar space begins. It is basically a frame of reference. It the 88 constellations are
expanded in a conic form and combined with steeped partition functions they could give
meaningful coordinates to anything in our Universe usable for meditation, rising on the planes or
magic.This Introduction is attached to three of five works on The Enochian System by Frater
Bach an American Rosicrucian and Qabalist. The first volume Is The Comprehensive Enochian
Dictionary and Lexicon Enochian to English letters A to I. The second volume is The
Comprehensive Enochian Dictionary and Lexicon J to Z Enochian to English and the third
volume is Comprehensive Enochian Dictionary and Lexicon Gemantria numbers 1 to 500.This
work is to be used as a meditation tool and one for high magic working. Not only are Enochian
words listed which are used in other works on the subject but also some that are derived by
combining the attributes of the squares that go into making up the truncated pyramids of the
various tablets given by Dr. John Dee in the early 17th century, the Golden Dawn and others
through our 20th century. These square names are mnemonic devices and useable in making
magical squares which are meditated on and used to form mental images. The squares of
names and the pyramids are turned into words and additional tablets and used in meditation
and magic working. Mental and spiritual images are created on the higher plains and as they
come down the planes they become more manifest on the physical planes as environments for
meditation or magic working.In Enochian magic or as I prefer to call it, Enochian science,
numbers are as important as words and can be changed into letters. This is where the
Gemantria comes into play. It list attributes of numbers and similar numbers which either have
the same meaning or are related. Only the numbers of approximately 1 to 500 are given. There
are other numbers mentioned in various works in Enochian magic which are not listed. These
are large and sometimes have 5 or more places. The ones we have are not consecutive and may
be anagrams. When large numbers are used they usually represent collections of characteristics
associated with the planets of Geomantic signs.There are many works available these days and
most of them are given in the Bibliography. One of the best is in Regardi’s Golden Dawn the
section on the ‘Concourse of the Forces. Other works are those by the Schueler’s and the
Zalewski. They are listed in the bibliography and should be acquired and read and studied by
those who are interested in the Enochian system or magic or science as ones inclination may
be. Read on, learn and enjoy.
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called modern times by Dr. John Dee and his scryier Edward Kelly. Dr. Dee was court astrologer
to Queen Elizabethan of England. Towards the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of
the seventeenth century he engaged in a crystal viewing operation with Edward Kelly and they
received 49 tablets of 49 by 49 squares. At the time Dr. Dee felt he had made contact with
angels. In our time many believe he made contact with extraterrestrials. In this
introduction I refer to it as Enochian science because much of a scientific nature can be done
with it. One use would be as developing color schemes for video games. Each square can be
made into a pyramid made up of four of the ancient elements and an Enochian letter and give a
definite emotional feeling. The Enochian system is reminiscent of the writings of Raymond Lully
in about the 12th century. Raymond Lull combined elements into short paragraphs and essays
that allegedly gave all possible combinations of human experience. He wrote numerous works
by the two that are most similar to the Enochian system of magic of Dr. Dee are the Ars Nuevo
and the Ars Brevis. The Ars Demonstrativa included the four ancient elements of Earth, Air,
water and Fire and the newer element of spirit to create its possibilities. The Ars Breva was
shorter because it included the four elements of Earth, Air , water and Fire but not spirit.
This introduction is for a work I call ‘The Comprehensive Enochian dictionary and Lexicon. A
lexicon is more than a dictionary in that it includes other then definitions of words. The C.E.D. as
I call it includes definitions, numerical values and ‘addresses’ or a telephone book type
compilation of letters, numbers and symbols. The goal of these ‘addresses’ is to be able to call
forth a composite talismanic image of each square that can be communicated with by
meditation, high magic and calling forth possibilities that can be applied to the physical plain.
Several of many possibilities is a combination of four earth squares and an Enochian letter,
Earth squares combined with other elemental squares and an Enochian letter and many other
possible combinations. In all there are over 5,000 combinations that can give all kinds of
environments. This work also includes combinations from a circular tablet of seven
names of seven ruling angels called the Bonorum. There is also a tablet called the Seal of Truth
or in Enochian Segilium de Amet. It is similar to a tablet first devised by Cornelius Agrippa, a
magician who worked with angels before Dr. Dee and Mr. Edward Kelly. The angels of the
Bonorum can be divided into a number of matrices of the seven planets of the ancients, the ten
modern planets of our solar system, the twelve signs of the Zodiac, the 16 to 18 characters of
Geomancy and in a final distribution or 88 complete signs of the zodiac that can be seen from
the Northern and Southern hemisphere of Earth. Since these star constellations are so far away
from us they would be valid even at the limit of the Oort cloud that marks where our solar system
ends and interstellar space begins. It is basically a frame of reference. It the 88 constellations are
expanded in a conic form and combined with steeped partition functions they could give
meaningful coordinates to anything in our Universe usable for meditation, rising on the planes or
magic.This Introduction is attached to three of five works on The Enochian System by Frater
Bach an American Rosicrucian and Qabalist. The first volume Is The Comprehensive Enochian
Dictionary and Lexicon Enochian to English letters A to I. The second volume is The



Comprehensive Enochian Dictionary and Lexicon J to Z Enochian to English and the third
volume is Comprehensive Enochian Dictionary and Lexicon Gemantria numbers 1 to 500.This
work is to be used as a meditation tool and one for high magic working. Not only are Enochian
words listed which are used in other works on the subject but also some that are derived by
combining the attributes of the squares that go into making up the truncated pyramids of the
various tablets given by Dr. John Dee in the early 17th century, the Golden Dawn and others
through our 20th century. These square names are mnemonic devices and useable in making
magical squares which are meditated on and used to form mental images. The squares of
names and the pyramids are turned into words and additional tablets and used in meditation
and magic working. Mental and spiritual images are created on the higher plains and as they
come down the planes they become more manifest on the physical planes as environments for
meditation or magic working.In Enochian magic or as I prefer to call it, Enochian science,
numbers are as important as words and can be changed into letters. This is where the
Gemantria comes into play. It list attributes of numbers and similar numbers which either have
the same meaning or are related. Only the numbers of approximately 1 to 500 are given. There
are other numbers mentioned in various works in Enochian magic which are not listed. These
are large and sometimes have 5 or more places. The ones we have are not consecutive and may
be anagrams. When large numbers are used they usually represent collections of characteristics
associated with the planets of Geomantic signs.There are many works available these days and
most of them are given in the Bibliography. One of the best is in Regardi’s Golden Dawn the
section on the ‘Concourse of the Forces. Other works are those by the Schueler’s and the
Zalewski. They are listed in the bibliography and should be acquired and read and studied by
those who are interested in the Enochian system or magic or science as ones inclination may
be. Read on, learn and enjoy.*****Chapter 2; Bibliography Part One; Books on general magic
working.Part Two; Books more specific to Enochian Magic PART ONE 1) Hall, Manly P.,
(1997), ‘Secret Teachings of All Ages’,Soft cover edition. 2) Dee, Dr. John, (1974), ‘A True and
Faithful Relation of What passed for many Years Between Dr. John Dee and Some Spirits’,
original circa 1602, Meric Casaubon ed. 1659, current ed. 1974 facsimile, cloth bound, pub.
Antonine Publishing Co & The Golden Dragon Press. 3) De Laurence, L.W., (1914), ‘The
Greater key of Solomon’, Hard Cover Edition, 1908, De Lawrence Scott. 4) De Laurence,
L.W., (1916), ‘The Lesser Key of Solomon GOETIA The Bookof Evil Spirits’, Hard Cover
Edition. 5) Mathers, S.L. Mac Gregor, (1948), ‘The Book of the Sacred Magic of Abra Melin
the Magi, Hard Cover Edition, circa 1908, De Lawrence Scott, pub. 6) Mathers, S.L.
MacGregor, (1998), ‘The Grimoire of Armadel’, hard cover ed., Weiser. 7) Crowley, Aleister,
‘The Equinox, 10 Volume Set’, (1078), Weiser, Facsimile Edition of Original. 8) Crowley,
Aleister, (1975), The Commentaries of Al being The Equinox volume V No. 1, hard cover ed.,
pub. by Samuel Weiser, N.Y. 9) Bach, Frater, Manuscript I to 4, script, personal diaries, not
available. Manuscript I Manuscript II (Personal notes of anManuscript III
Magician, along with notesManuscript IV from various published works) 10) PAPUS



(Dr. Gerard Encausse), (1977), ‘The Qabalah by Papus’, Secret Traditions of the West, Thorsons
Publishers Limited. 11) James, Geoffrey, (1984), Edited and Translated, ‘The Enochian
Evocation of Dr. John Dee’, hardcover ed., Heptangle Books. 12) Sperling, Harry, ( ), ‘The Zohar
Translated by Harry Sperling and Maurice Simon’, 5 vol. set, Hard Cover Edition, pub, The
Rebecca Bennet Publication. 13) Fortune, Dion, (1976), ‘The Mystical Qabalah’, Hard Cover,
pub. Ernest Benn limited, London & Tonbridge. 14) The Master Therion (a.k.a. Aleister Crowley),
(1977), ‘The Book of Thoth’, paperback edition, pub. Samuel Weiser, Inc., New York. 15) Knight,
Gareth, (1978), ‘A Practical Guide to Qabalistic Symbolism’, pub Samuel Weiser, N.Y. 16)
Crowley, Aleister, (1977), ‘777 and Other Qabalistic Writings of Aleister Crowley’, hardcover ed.,
pub. Samuel Weiser, N.Y. 17) Laycock, Donald C, (1978), ‘The Complete Enochian Dictionary
as revealed to Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelly’, hardcover, Askin Publishers, London. 18) Edited
& Translated by Anthony Bonner, 2 vol. set, (1985), ‘Selected Works of Ramon Llull’. 19)
Crowley, Aleister, (1998), ‘The Vision and the Voice with Commentary and Other Papers’, soft
cover ed., pub. By Samuel Weiaer. 20) Skinner, Stephen & Rankine, David, (2004), ‘Practical
Angel magic of Dr. John Dee’s Enochian Tablets; Tabularum Bonorum Angelorum Invocationes ’,
pub. Golden Hoard Press. 21) Atwood, Mary Anne, (based on 1918 ed.), ‘A Suggestive Inquiry
Into The Hermetic Mystery’, Yogi Press edition. 22) Boehme, Jacob, (1965), ‘Mysterium
Magnum an Exposition of the 1st Book of Moses Called Genesis’, facsimile edition pub. By John
M. Watson, Two Volume Set. 23) D’Olivet, Fabre, (1978), ‘The Hebraic Tongue Restored’, hard
cover ed., pub. by Samuel Weiser, Inc. N.Y. PART TWO 24) James, Geoffrey, (1999), ‘Angel
Magic’, soft cover edition, pub., Llewellyn Publications, St. Paul, MN. 25) Achad, Frater, (1976),
‘The Anatomy of the Body of God’, hardcover, pub. Samuel Weiser, N.Y. 26) Row, Benjamin,
‘Enochian Temples’. 27) Dee, Dr. John, ‘The Heptarchia Mystica of John Dee’, Edited by Robert
Turner. 28) Schueler, Gerald J., (1986), ‘Enochian Physics The Structure of the Magical
Universe’, pub by Llewellyn Publications. 29) James, Geoffrey, (1984), ‘The Enochian Evocation
of Dr. John Dee’, published by Heptangle Books, Gillett, New Jersey.30) Dee, Dr. John, (1986),
‘The Hieroglyphic Monad’, pub. Sure Fire press, Edmonds WA.31) Peterson, Joseph H., (2003),
‘John Dee’s Five Books of Mystery, the Original Source Book of Enochian Magic’, from the
collected works known as Mysteriorum Libri Quinous, pub. Weiser Books, York beach Main. 32)
In 1986 a pamphlet entitled The Hieroglyphic Monad by Dr. John Dee was printed by Sure Fire
Press. Most of the major works on the subject were by Gerald J. Schueler:33) Schueler,
Gerald J., (1985), ‘Enochian Magic A Practical Guide; the Angelic Language Revealed’,
published by Llewellyn Publications.34) Schueler, Gerald J., (1987), ‘An Advanced Guide To
Enochian Magick; A Complete Guide of Angelic Magick’, pub. Llewellyn Publishing35) Schueler,
Gerald J., (1988), ‘Enochian Physics; The Structure of the Magical Universe’, pub. Llewellyn
Worldwide.36) Schueler, Gerald & Betty, (1989), ‘The Enochian Tarot’, pub Llewellyn
Publishing.37) Schueler, Gerald & Betty, (1990), ‘Enochian Yoga’, pub. Llewellyn Publishing.38)
One of the first mention of the Enochian System of Magic and Science was published in 1909 to
1913. These were two volumes of a 10 volume work by Aleister Crowley volume 7 and 8. Modern



references were taken from the 10 volume set by Samuel Weiser, Inc., the 1972 edition.39)
Crowley explored the 18 calls of the Enochian system on a journey abroad from England from
1909 to 1914 in his work The Vision and the Voice. References in the Comprehensive Enochian
Dictionary and Lexicon compiled by Frater Bach circa 1996 use the 1972 rendition copyrighted
by Israel Regardi published by Sangreal Foundation Inc.40) Another early mention of the
Enochian System of Science and Magic was in the work by Israel Regardi, ‘An Account of the
Teachings, Rites and Ceremonies of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn’, vol. 4 the ‘Book of
the Concourse of the Forces’, section of this work. ‘The Golden Dawn’ as it is often called was
first published in 4 separate volumes between 1937 to 1940. The edition used the
‘Comprehensive Enochian Dictionary and lexicon’ by Frater Bach circa 1996 is the third
enlarged 1978 printing of the work in Book 4 of a one volume work published by Llewellyn
Publications of Saint Paul Minnesota, zip 55164.41) Other important works on the subject in
modern times are by Pat Zalewski and his wife Chris Zalewski.42) Zalewski, Pat, (1990), ‘Golden
Dawn Enochian Magic’, pub. Llewellyn Publications.43) Zalewski, Pat & Chris, (1992), ‘The
Equinox & solstice Ceremonies of the Golden Dawn’, Llewellyn Publications.44) Zalewski, Pat,
(1993), ‘Kabala of the Golden Dawn’, Llewellyn Publications.45) Zalewski, Chris, (1994),
‘Enochian Chess of the Golden Dawn; A Four-Handed Chess Game’, Llewellyn Publications.
One of the earliest mention on how to play Enochian Chess was given by Israel Regardi in his
4th Book , section on The Concourse of the Forces.46) Turner, Robert, ed. ‘The Heptarchia
Mystica of John Dee: A Primer of the Hermetic Science and Magical Procedures by the
Elizabethan Scholar-mage Dr. John Dee’,(1986), pub. The Aquarian Press, second enlarged
edition.47) A basic description is given on how to make the tablet of 26 by 27 squares made up
of 4 smaller squares each attributed to one of the four ancient elements, the center lines being
the lines of spirit and the father, the son and the holy ghost in the ‘Secret Temple’ which is a work
designed to show how the various accoutrements of Golden Dawn regalia is fabricated.48)
Wang, Robert, (1980), ‘The Secret Temple’, Samuel Weiser, New York ***** COMPREHENSIVE
ENOCHIAN DICTIONARY AND LEXICON J TO Z K DEFF: The formular for the 3-1
squar of the Air Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+6+10+6=328
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ahhh-eh-ah COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic
devices that are used to sumarize the forces and beings of their respective
squares. For more information see the 'Matrix' section of this
work. KAAEF DEFF: The formular for the 5-2 squar of the Fire Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+6+6+10+3=325 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ahhh-eh-
ef COMMENTS: (see above) Kaak DEFF: This is the second
transposition of Akka who is one of the 16 Primary Lesser Angels of the Air
Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+6+300=612 PRONUNCIATION:
keh-ahhh-keh COMMENTS: These are Alchemical beings in nature in that
they teach that everything can be changed into something else.
(Enochian TAROT p. 169) KAEEE DEFF: The formular for the 8-1 squar of the Air



Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+10+10+10=336
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-ehhhhh COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic
devices that are used to sumarize the forces and beings of their respective
squares. For more information see the 'Matrix' section of this work. KAEL
DEFF: One of the twenty-one angels who descended from heaven,
according to Enochian magick, and taught secret knowledge to the sons of man.
This Angel, like the other twenty, has one of the letters of the Enochian alphabet
assigned to it. The other twenty are: SAMTAZA, ARSTIKAPHA,
ARMEN, KAKABAEL, TUREL, RUMYEL, DANYAL, BARAKEL, AZAZEL,
ARMERS, BATARYAL, BASASAEL, ANANEL, TURYAL, SIMAPISEEL, YEnochian
TAROTAREL, TUMAEL, TAREL, RUMEL and AZAZYEL.
GEMANTRIA: 300+6+10+8=324 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-el-leh
COMMENTS: These angels are said to have caused the onset of
civilization by their teachings. KAFFA DEFF: The formular for the 10-8 squar of
the Air Tablet.‹ˆ GEMANTRIA: 300+6+3+3+6=318
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-efff-ah COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic
devices that are used to sumarize the forces ands beings of their respective
squares. For more information see thje 'Matrix' section of this
work. KAFWF DEFF: The formular for the 13-10 squar of the Fire Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+6+3+70+3=382 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-ef-weh-
ef COMMENTS: (see above) KAKABAEL DEFF: One of the
Twenty-one angels said to have descended to Earth, according to Enochian
magick, and taught the sons of man secret knowledge. This Angel, along with the
other twenty, has one of the letters of the Enochian alphabet assigned
to him. For the others see KAEL. GEMANTRIA:
300+6+300+6+5+6+10+8=641 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-keh-ah-beh-ah-el-
leh COMMENTS: These angels are said to have caused the onset of
civilization by their teachings. KAG DEFF: The formular most beneficial in
operations of manifestation and precipitation. It is basicaly the
masculin current. (AG, p174) GEMANTRIA: 314
PRONUNCIATION: Kah-ah-leh(el) COMMENTS: For details of the use of this
formular see p 175, the 'Advanced Guide' by Schueler.
Kkaa DEFF: This is the first transposition of Akka who is one
of the 16 Primary Lesser Angels of the Air Tablet. GEMANTRIA:
300+300+6+6=612 PRONUNCIATION: kehhh-ahhh
COMMENTS: These beings are angels of Alchemy in that they teach that
everything can be changed into something else. (Enochian

COMMENTS: (see above) Kaak DEFF: This is the second



transposition of Akka who is one of the 16 Primary Lesser Angels of the Air
Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+6+300=612 PRONUNCIATION:
keh-ahhh-keh COMMENTS: These are Alchemical beings in nature in that
they teach that everything can be changed into something else.
(Enochian TAROT p. 169) KAEEE DEFF: The formular for the 8-1 squar of the Air
Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+10+10+10=336
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-ehhhhh COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic
devices that are used to sumarize the forces and beings of their respective
squares. For more information see the 'Matrix' section of this work. KAEL
DEFF: One of the twenty-one angels who descended from heaven,
according to Enochian magick, and taught secret knowledge to the sons of man.
This Angel, like the other twenty, has one of the letters of the Enochian alphabet
assigned to it. The other twenty are: SAMTAZA, ARSTIKAPHA,
ARMEN, KAKABAEL, TUREL, RUMYEL, DANYAL, BARAKEL, AZAZEL,
ARMERS, BATARYAL, BASASAEL, ANANEL, TURYAL, SIMAPISEEL, YEnochian
TAROTAREL, TUMAEL, TAREL, RUMEL and AZAZYEL.
GEMANTRIA: 300+6+10+8=324 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-el-leh
COMMENTS: These angels are said to have caused the onset of
civilization by their teachings. KAFFA DEFF: The formular for the 10-8 squar of
the Air Tablet.‹ˆ GEMANTRIA: 300+6+3+3+6=318
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-efff-ah COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic
devices that are used to sumarize the forces ands beings of their respective
squares. For more information see thje 'Matrix' section of this
work. KAFWF DEFF: The formular for the 13-10 squar of the Fire Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+6+3+70+3=382 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-ef-weh-
ef COMMENTS: (see above) KAKABAEL DEFF: One of the
Twenty-one angels said to have descended to Earth, according to Enochian
magick, and taught the sons of man secret knowledge. This Angel, along with the
other twenty, has one of the letters of the Enochian alphabet assigned
to him. For the others see KAEL. GEMANTRIA:
300+6+300+6+5+6+10+8=641 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-keh-ah-beh-ah-el-
leh COMMENTS: These angels are said to have caused the onset of
civilization by their teachings. KAG DEFF: The formular most beneficial in
operations of manifestation and precipitation. It is basicaly the
masculin current. (AG, p174) GEMANTRIA: 314
PRONUNCIATION: Kah-ah-leh(el) COMMENTS: For details of the use of this
formular see p 175, the 'Advanced Guide' by Schueler.
Kkaa DEFF: This is the first transposition of Akka who is one
of the 16 Primary Lesser Angels of the Air Tablet. GEMANTRIA:



300+300+6+6=612 PRONUNCIATION: kehhh-ahhh
COMMENTS: These beings are angels of Alchemy in that they teach that
everything can be changed into something else. (Enochian Tarot p.
169) KKAAEEE DEFF: One of the seven names found outside the Heptigram of
the Sigilium Aemset. This is also one of the names of the Seven
Princes of the Outer Regions who owe their allegence to the Old One also known as
the Ancient of Days. In all they have 2,179 serving Angels. The other six
are: ZLLRHIA, AZKAAKB, PAVPNHR, HDMHLAI, IIEELLL, and EELLMG.
GEMANTRIA: 300+300+6+6+10+10+10=642‹ˆ PRONUNCIATION:
kehhh-ahh-eeeeee COMMENTS: These angels are of a different order than
those inside the seal and should be called upon only with great
caution since they were never ment to be delt with by humans. Kkapa DEFF:
This is the second transposition of Pakka who is one of the 16 Primary Ruling
Angels of the Air Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+300+6+9+6=621
PRONUNCIATION: kehhh-ah-peh-ah COMMENTS: These angels teach to free
ourselves from our selves. It is similar to the sacrifice of the lower self on behalf
of the higher self. (Enochian TAROT p. 167) Kapak DEFF: This is
the third transposition of Pakka who is one of the 16 Primary Ruling Angels of
the Air Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+9+6+300=621
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-peh-ah-keh COMMENTS: (see
above) Karma DEFF: This is the second transposition of Makar who is one
of the 16 Primary Ruling Angels of the Fire Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+6+100+90+6=512 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-rrr-em-
ah COMMENTS: The force of these angels is similar to the Blasted
Tower of the conventional TAROT in that they tell of either ruin or that
things have gotten as bad as they are going to get. (Enochian TAROT p.
139) KASYADE DEFF: One of the six watcher angels who are leaders among
the angels of the Enochian system. His number is 21 and the
name means "the magician of men". His counter parts are: YEKVN the seducer of
men, KESABEL the generator of men, GADREL the salyer of men, PENEMVE the
teacher of men. GEMANTRIA: 300+6+7+60+6+4+10=393
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ah-es-yeh-ah-deh-eh COMMENTS: (see Golden Dawn
Enochian Magick and Enochian Yoga) KEFEF DEFF: The formular for the 8-5
squar of the Earth Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+10+3+10+3=326
PRONUNCIATION: keh-eh-ef-eh-ef COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic
devices that are used to‹ˆ sumarize the forces and beings of their resoective
squares. For more information see the 'Matrix' section of this
work. KEFFA DEFF: The formular for the 10-11 squar of the Air Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+10+3+3+6=322 PRONUNCIATION: keh-eh-efff-



ah COMMENTS: (see above) KEFFW DEFF: The formular for the
10-11 squar of the Earth Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+10+3+3+70=386
PRONUNCIATION: kh-eh-effff-weh COMMENTS: (see
above) KESABEL DEFF: One of the six watcher angels in the Enochian system.
His number is 21 and his name means "the generator of men".
GEMANTRIA: 300+10+7+6+5+10+8=345 PRONUNCIATION: keh-eh-es-ah-beh-
eh-el COMMENTS: (see Golden Dawn Eno Magi and Enochian
TAROT) KEWFF DEFF: The formular for the 4-9 squar of the Fire Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+10+70+3+3+386 PRONUNCIATION: keh-eh-weh-
effff COMMENTS: These formuli are nemonic devices that are used to
sumarize the forces and beings of their respective squares. For more
information see the 'Matrix' section of this work. KFAFW DEFF: The formular for
the 3-4 squar of the Water Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+3+6+3+70=382
PRONUNCIATION: keh-ef-ah-ef-weh COMMENTS: (see
above) KFEFA DEFF: The formular for the 12-2 squar of the Air Tablet.
GEMANTRIA: 300+3+10+3+6=322 PRONUNCIATION: keh-ef-eh-ef-
ah COMMENTS: (see above) KFFEF DEFF: The formular for the
8-5 squar of the Fire Tablet. GEMANTRIA: 300+3+3+10+3=319‹ˆ
PRONUNCIATION: keh-efff-eh-ef COMMENTS: (see above) KHR
DEFF: This is the name of the 20th Aethyr. It is also the 20th card of
the Enochian Taro and its title is The Wheel. (Enochian TAROT)
GEMANTRIA: 300+1+100=401                             PRONUNCIATION: keh-heh-rrr 
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